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SUMMARY
Restricted best linear unbiased prediction (restricted BLUP) is derived by imposing restrictions 
directly within a multiple trait mixed model. As a result, the restricted BLUP procedure requires 
the solution of high order simultaneous equations. This paper presents a simple method for 
computing restricted BLUP of breeding values. The technique is valuable, particularly when a 
large number of restrictions are imposed in a multiple trait mixed model such as constraints of 
achieving predetermined relative rates of genetic improvement for all traits. An application of 
selection experiment for reproductive traits was given for 20 generations in golden hamsters. 
Keywords: mixed model, restricted BLUP, reproductive traits, selection, golden hamsters.

INTRODUCTION
Quaas and Henderson (1976) extended the BLUP procedure of Henderson (1973) to allow 
estimation of breeding values with restriction that a set of linear functions of the estimated 
breeding values among some or all correlated traits was null (restricted BLUP). Restricted BLUP 
was derived by imposing restrictions directly on the multiple trait mixed model. Consequently, the 
restricted BLUP procedure requires the solution of high order simultaneous equations, particularly 
when a large number of animals are evaluated for many traits. For this reason, computational 
techniques have been studied for computing restricted BLUP. The objectives of the present paper 
are to show a simple procedure for computing restricted BLUP of breeding values and to discuss 
its application.

THEORETICAL APPROACH
Theoretical background. An additive genetic mixed model for q traits is assumed. The model 
for the i* trait is written as: 

y; = Xibi + ZiU; + e,
where yi is a vector of observations for the 1th trait; bi is a vector of unknown fixed effects; X  is 
a known incidence matrix relating elements of bi to yi, u; is a vector of unknown random additive 
genetic effects, Zi is a known incidence matrix relating elements of Ui to yi, and e; is a vector of 
random errors. Let nj be the number of records on the j* animal; j = 1,2,..., n and 0 s nj s q. The 
model for all traits is written as:

y = Xb+Zu + e, D1
where records are ordered by animals within traits and it is assumed that u and e are multivariate 
normally distributed with E(u) = 0, E(e) = 0, var(u) = G, var(e) = R, and cov(u, e1) = 0; G =
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Go®A, where Go is a q x q additive genetic variance-covariance matrix for the q traits, A is the 
additive relationship matrix for the n animals, ® is the direct product operation, and R is an n. x n. 
(a  = £ns) error variance-covariance matrix for the q traits for the n animals. In restricted BLUP, 
a set of linear function, B'y, to predict Kb+Mu where K and M are any arbitrary matrices, is used 
which is uncorrelated with some linear function of u, say Cu. This is expressed algebraically as 
cov(B‘y, u'C) = B'ZGC = 0. If the same restrictions on the predicted breeding values of all 
animals are imposed, matrix C is expressed as C = Co®li where Co is a matrix of order q x r and 
is the same as that used by Kempthome and Nordskog (1959) and Malard (1972), and In is the 
identity matrix of order n x n. If there are restrictions including no change in ro characters and 
proportional change in n  characters, then r — ro+(n-l). The BLUP of u with this additional 
constraint, denoted by u, is obtained by solving the following equations:

X'R X X R Z X'R^ZGC b XR y
Z'R'X Z R Z + G 1 Z'RZGC u = Z'R'y

C'GZRyC G Z R X C'GZ'R'Z CGZRZ GC w

where B and w are solutions of [2]. If [1] is an animal model, eliminating w gives:

‘ X'ZSZ'X XZS b X'ZSZ'y
SZX S+G'1 _ u . sz'y

where S = ZR Z - Z'R ZGC(C GZR ZGC) CGZ’R Z

Notation and restrictions. When constraints are imposed on some traits, model [1] can be 
rewritten as:

ya
yN

Xr 0 
0 Xn

bR
bN

+ ZR 0 
0 Zn

U r

U n

where subscript R corresponds to r characters with proportional constraints, including no change, 
and subscript N corresponds to q-ro-n characters. Then G'1 and S are expressed as:

G-1 = Go-'®A-‘ =
gu ••• glq

g^1 •■■ gqq

G rr G rn

G'rn Gnn
.

and S
S rr Srn 

S'rn Snn

where g‘J is the ijth element of Go'1.
The restricted BLUP from equation [3] are

XZSZX XZSr X'ZSn B X'ZSZ'y
S'rZ'X SrR+GrR SrN+GrN U r = S'RZ'y .
S'nZ'X S'rn+G'rn Snn+Gnn U n S'NZ'y

where S r =  [Srr Srn]', Sn =  [S'rn Snn]'. Premultiplying the second equation in [2] by C'G and 
then subtracting from this product the third equation gives 

C' u = (Co®In)' u = 0.
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[4]
Then, using some vector k,

U R  = k®Ur = (k®In)Ur,
where uR = [ui' u2' -  ur']'. Using the above equations, we can get [5].

XZSZX X'ZSR(k®L) X'ZSn b X'ZSZ'y
(k®In)'S'RZX (k®L),(SRR+GRR)(k®L) (k®L)'(SRN+GRN) Ur = (k®L)'SlRZ,y
S’nZ'X (SRjrHGrRN)'(k®L) Snn+Gnn UN S'NZ'y

These equations show that computation for formulating BLUP equations are simple. For example, 
the second row and column of the left hand side of [5] can be transformed as:

(k®L)' (Srr+Grr) (k®L) = lilikjq&j + klikk^A-' 
where fc is the i*1 element of k  From the above, restricted BLUP can be computed without directly 
solving equations [2] or [3] of high order. After solving equations [5], uR can be given using [4], 
If constraints are desired changes for all traits, then we eliminate the third equation in [5]. Hence, 
the size of equations [5] corresponding to random additive effects is reduced to that of single trait 
BLUP.

Application to selection experiment. Establishment of lines W and R, and results of the first 
15 generations of selection using golden hamsters were described by Satoh et al. (1997). Lines 
W and R were crossed at generation 15. Generation 16 was assumed to be base population. The 
population was maintained by random selection up to generation 25. Five generations of selection 
from generation 25 were conducted for fitter size at birth (LS) and weight at two weeks of 
standardized litter (LW). The experiment involved three lines: selection based on restricted animal 
model BLUP of proportional changes in LS and LW (line B), selection based on index for 
proportional changes in LS and LW (line S) and a randomly selected control (line K). The 
proportional changes applied in lines B and S for LS and LW were 0.951 and 13.19, respectively. 
All lines were kept by relaxed selection from generation 30 through 35. To estimate the genetic 
trend, means of estimated breeding values (EBV) were calculated using data from generation 15 
through 35. Genetic parameters used were estimated by bivariate analysis using restricted 
maximum likelihood fitting an animal model.

Figure 1. Mean estimated breeding values (EBV) for lines, B = BLUP, S = index and K 
= control for litter size at birth (LS) and litter weight at 2 weeks of age (LW).
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The heritability estimates of LS and LW were 0.05 and 0.15, respectively, and the genetic 
correlation between them was 0.38. Figure 1 shows the mean estimated breeding values of all 
females in each line and generation for LS and LW from generation 15 through 35. Line B showed 
the largest trends for LS and LW from generation 25 till 30. The respective mean advantages of 
B and S for the last five generations over K were +0.94 and +0.34 for LS, and +1.8g and +0.3g 
forLW.

DISCUSSION
Henderson and Quaas (1976) derived BLUP of breeding values for multiple traits using records 
on a large number of relatives. Restricted BLUP was derived by imposing restrictions on multiple 
trait BLUP (Quaas and Henderson, 1976). Hence, in restricted BLUP, the computing load to get 
estimates of breeding values can be huge. Lin (1990) showed how restricted BLUP of breeding 
values can be estimated not only for zero change but also for proportional change in restricted 
traits. It was, however, assumed that the variance-covariance matrix among predicted breeding 
values was the same as that among true breeding values. This approach adds bias when estimates 
of genetic variances and covariances are used instead of the true parameters (Schneeberger et al.,
1992). Itoh and Iwaisaki (1990) showed that a canonical transformation technique was applicable 
to restricted BLUP in order to reduce the number of equations for an animal model. However, the 
method has a limitation in that models must be identical for all traits and no partially missing 
observations. Hence, the canonical transformation technique can be used only if models and data 
structure can meet above condition. The technique developed here needs no conditions to be 
applied and reduced the number of sets of equations corresponding to random additive effects 
from q to q-rank(Co). Hence, if a large number of restrictions is imposed in a model such as a 
constraint of achieving predetermined relative changes for all traits (Yamada et al., 1975), the size 
of equations for random additive effects is the same as that of a single trait model.
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